Many people dream to become famous, YouTube video makers also wish their videos to have a large number of audience, and product retailers always hope to expose their products to customers as many as possible. Do these seemingly different phenomena share a common structure?
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider a general problem of adding a budgeted set of new edges to a graph, that each new edge connects an existing node in the graph to a newly introduced target node, so that the target node can be discovered easily by existing nodes in the graph. We refer to this problem as the target node discoverability optimization problem in networks.
Motivations. The problem of optimizing node discoverability in networks appears in a wide range of applications. For example, a YouTube video maker may wish his videos to have a large number of audience and click traffic. In YouTube, each video is related to a set of recommended videos, and the majority of YouTube videos are discovered and watched by viewers following related videos [1] . Hence, if a video maker could make his video related to a set of properly chosen videos, his video may have more chance to be discovered and watched. This task is known as the related video optimization problem [2] , and in practice, a video maker indeed has some ability to make his video related to some other videos through writing proper descriptions, choosing the right title, adding proper meta-data and keywords [3] . In this application, we can build a video network, where a node represents a video, and a directed edge represents one video relating to another.
Then, making a target video related to a set of existing videos is equivalent to adding a set of edges from existing nodes to the target node in the video network. Therefore, optimizing related videos of a target video can be formulated as a target node discoverability optimization problem in networks.
As another application, let us consider the advertising service provided by many retail websites, such as Amazon [4] and Taobao [5] . A major concern of product sellers is that whether customers could easily discover their products on these retail websites [6] . One important factor that affects the discoverability of an item in a retail website is what other items' detail pages display this item. For example, on Amazon, a seller's product could be displayed on a related product's detail page in the list "sponsored products related to this item". If an item was displayed on several popular or best selling products' detail pages, the item would be easily discovered by many customers, and have good sells. A product seller has some control to decide how strong his item is related to some other items, e.g., a book writer on Amazon can choose proper keywords or features to describe her book, set her interests, other similar books, and cost-per-click bid [7] . In this application, we can build an item network, where a node represents an item, and a directed edge represents one item relating to another. Therefore, optimizing the discoverability of an item by relating to other proper items in a retail website can be formulated as the target node discoverability optimization problem in networks.
In the third application, we consider the message forwarding processes on a follower network, such as tweet re-tweeting on Twitter [8] and status re-posting on Douban [9] . In a follower network, a person (referred to as a follower) could follow another person (referred to as a followee), and then the follower could receive messages posted by the followee. In this way, messages diffuse on a follower network through forwarding by users (with direction from a followee to his followers). Hence, what followees a person chooses to follow determines what messages he could receive and how soon the messages could arrive at the person. The problem of choosing an optimal set of followees for a new user to maximize information coverage and minimize time delay is known as the whom-to-follow problem [10] . On the other hand, if we consider this problem from the perspective of a message, we are actually optimizing the discoverability that a message could "discover" the new user, through adding new edges in the follower network. Therefore, the whom-to-follow problem in a follower network could also be formulated as the target node discoverability optimization problem in networks.
Present work. In this work, we study the general problem of target node discoverability optimization in networks. We formally define the concepts of node discoverability, and propose a unified framework that could address this problem efficiently over large networks.
Measuring node discoverability by random walks. To quantify the target node's discoverability, we propose two measures based on random walks [11] . More specifically, we measure discoverability of the target node by analyzing a collection of random walks that start from existing nodes in the network, and we state (1) the probability that a random walk could finally hit the target node, and (2) the average number of steps that a random walk finally reaches the target node. Intuitively, if a random walk starting from a node i could reach the target node with high probability and using few steps on average, then we say that the target node can be easily discovered by node i. Using random walks to measure discoverability is general, because many real world processes are suitable to be modeled as random walks, e.g., user watching YouTube videos by following related videos [12] , people's navigation and searching behaviors on the Internet [13] and peer-to-peer networks [14] , and some diffusion processes such as letter forwarding in Milgram's small-world experiment [15] .
Efficient optimization via estimating-and-refining. The optimization problem asks us to add a budgeted set of new edges to the graph that each new edge connects an existing node to the target node, to optimize the target node's discoverability with regard to the two random walk measures. The optimization problem is NP-hard, which inhibits us to find the optimal solutions for a large network. While the two objectives are proved to be submodular and supermodular, respectively. The optimization problem thus lends itself to be approximately optimized by a greedy algorithm [16] - [18] . The computational complexity of the greedy algorithm is dominated by the time cost of an oracle call, i.e., calculating the marginal gain of a given node. To scale up the oracle call over large networks, we propose an efficient estimation-and-refinement approach that is empirically demonstrated to be hundreds of times faster than a naive approach based on dynamic programming.
Contributions. We make following contributions in this work:
• We formally define the concepts of node discoverability in networks, and formulate the target node discoverability optimization problem. The problem is general and appears in a wide range of practical applications ( §II). • We prove the objectives satisfying submodular and supermodular properties, respectively. We propose an efficient estimation-and-refinement approach to implement the oracle call when using the greedy algorithm to find qualityguaranteed solutions. Our implementation is hundreds of times faster than a naive implementation based on dynamic programming ( §III). 
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II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first formally define a node's discoverability. Then, we formulate the target node discoverability optimization problem. Finally, we analyze several properties of the proposed discoverability measures.
A. Node Discoverability Definitions
Let G = (V, E) denote a general weighted and directed graph, where V = {0, . . . , n − 1} is a set of n nodes, and E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges. Each edge (i, j) ∈ E is associated with a positive weight w ij . For example, in the YouTube video network, w ij could represent the relationship strength that video j is related to video i. For the convenient of our following discussion, if a node has no out-neighbor, we add a self-loop edge on this node with weight 1, which is equivalent to turn this node into an absorbing node.
We consider the discoverability of a newly introduced node, denoted by n, e.g., a newly uploaded video in YouTube, or a new product for sale on Amazon. Node n can improve its discoverability by creating an additional set of edges E S {(i, n) : i ∈ S ⊆ V }, and forming a new graph G = (V , E ) where V = V ∪ {n} and E = E ∪ E S . S ⊆ V is referred to as the connection sources. For example, in YouTube, creating new edges E S means that let the new video n become related to videos in S (through writing proper descriptions, choosing the right title, adding proper meta-data and keywords, etc. [3] ), and hence video n could appear in the related video list of each video in connection sources S.
We propose to quantify the discoverability of target node n by random walks. Let Γ out (i), Γ in (i) ⊆ V denote the sets of out-and in-neighbors of node i in graph G , respectively. A random walk starts from a node in V , and at each step, it randomly picks an out-neighbor j ∈ Γ out (i) of the currently resident node i to visit, with probability p ij w ij / k∈Γout(i) w ik . The random walk stops once it hits the target node n for the first time, or has walked a maximum number of T steps. For such a finite length random walk, we are interested in the following two measures.
Definition 1 (Absorbing Probability of a Node). The absorbing probability of a node i ∈ V is the probability that a finite length random walk starting from node i will end up at the target node n by walking at most T steps, i.e., p T i P (X t = n, t ≤ T |X 0 = i).
A random walk starting from node i and hitting target node n by walking at most T steps can be thought of as a Bernoulli event with success probability p T i . Intuitively, if many random walks from different nodes in V could finally hit target node n within T steps, i.e., many Bernoulli events succeed, then the target node n should have "good" discoverability in graph G . This immediately inspires us to define node discoverability by absorbing probabilities in the follows.
Definition 2 (Discoverability based on Absorbing Probabilities, D-AP). Let π i denote the prior probability that a random walk starts from node i ∈ V . The discoverability of target node n is defined as the expected absorbing probability that a random walk starting from a node in V could hit n within T steps, i.e., i∈V π i p T i .
The value of D-AP is in range [0, 1], and has a probabilistic explanation. In addition, we can verify that absorbing probability satisfies following relationship due to Chapman-Kolmogorov equation:
Another measure with regard to the finite length random walk is the hitting time, which we define in the follows.
Definition 3 (Hitting Time of a Node). The hitting time of a node i ∈ V is the expected number of steps that a finite length random walk starting from node i hits target node n for the first time, or terminates at the maximum step T , i.e.,
The above definition is a special case of the T -truncated hitting time defined in [19, 20] , and the truncated hitting time is usually used to measure the similarity of two nodes in a graph. Here, we leverage hitting time to measure the discoverability of a node in a network. Intuitively, if random walks starting from nodes in V could hit target node n with small hitting times on average, then node n can be easily discovered in the graph. This implies another definition of discoverability.
Definition 4 (Discoverability based on Hitting Times, D-HT).
Let π i denote the prior probability that a random walk starts from node i ∈ V . The discoverability of target node n is the expected number of steps that a random walk starting from a node in V hits n for the first time, by walking at most T steps, i.e., i∈V π i h T i .
The value of D-HT is in range [0, T ]. Similar to absorbing probability, the hitting time also has a useful recursive defini-tion:
(2)
Remarks.
(1) We emphasize that the absorbing probability and hitting time mentioned in this work are all with regard to the finite length random walks. Hence, they are slightly different from traditional absorbing probability and hitting time that are defined (or explained) using infinite length random walks.
(2) We use finite length random walks rather than infinite length random walks to characterize node discoverability because that people's searching and navigation behaviors on the Internet usually consist of finite length click paths due to energy or attention limitations [13] .
B. Node Discoverability Optimization
Given the definitions of node discoverability, we are now ready to formulate the discoverability optimization problem. To be more specific, the optimization problem seeks to introduce a set of new edges
so that the target node n's discoverability is optimized in graph G . With regard to the two definitions of discoverability in Definitions 2 and 4, we formulate two instances of node discoverability optimization problem.
where c s denotes the cost of creating edge (s, n) ∈ E S .
Problem 2 (D-HT Minimization Problem). Given budget B, the objective is to create new edges E S in graph G, so that D-HT is minimized in the new graph G = (V , E ), i.e.,
(1) The cost of creating an edge may have different meanings in different applications. For example, in Amazon's item network, the cost-per-click bid is an important factor that Amazon uses to decide whether to display the target item on some related item's detail page [7] . If the related item is popular, the cost-per-click bid will also be high; in other words, the cost of creating an edge from a popular item is usually higher than from a common item. If c i ≡ const., ∀i, the knapsack constraint becomes a cardinality constraint.
(2) The optimal tagging problem [21] considered maximizing infinite length random walk absorbing probability, and it is a special case of D-AP maximization problem when T → ∞, with cardinality constraint. In this work, we will propose a unified framework for addressing both the D-AP maximization problem and D-HT minimization problem, and our method is also applicable to solve the optimal tagging problem.
C. Discussion on D-AP and D-HT Optimization
We find that it is impracticable to find the optimal solutions to Problems 1 and 2. While finding the optimal solutions is hard, we will now show that F AP and F HT satisfy submodularity and supermodularity respectively, which will allow us to find provably nearoptimal solutions to these two NP-hard problems.
, adding an element s to set S 1 gains more score than adding s to set S 2 . We say a submodular set function F is normalized if F (∅) = 0. We have the following conclusion about F AP .
Proof. Please refer to the Appendix.
We have the following conclusion about F HT . Theorem 3. F HT (S) is a non-increasing supermodular set function.
Note that it is straightforward to convert F HT (S) into a submodular set function. Because F HT (S) ∈ [0, T ], thus T − F HT (S) is a normalized non-decreasing submodular set function.
A commonly used heuristic to optimize a normalized nondecreasing submodular set function with a cardinality constraint (i.e., each element has a constant cost) is the simple greedy algorithm. The simple greedy algorithm starts with an empty set S 0 = ∅, and iteratively, in step k, adds an element s k which maximizes the marginal gain, i.e., s k = arg max s∈V \S k−1 δ(s; S k−1 ), and the marginal gain of an element s with regard to a set S is defined by
The algorithm stops once it has selected enough elements, or the marginal gain becomes smaller than a threshold. The classical result of [16] states that the output of the simple greedy algorithm is at least a constant fraction of 1 − 1/e of the optimal value.
For the more general knapsack constraint, where each element has non-constant cost, it is nature to redefine the marginal gain to
and apply the simple greedy algorithm. However, Khuller et al. [22] prove that the simple greedy algorithm using this marginal gain definition has unbounded approximation ratio. Instead, they propose that one should consider the best single element as alternative to the output of the simple greedy algorithm, which then guarantees a constant factor 1 2 (1 − 1/e) of the optimal solution. We describe this budgeted greedy algorithm in Alg. 1. Note that even in the case of knapsack constraint, the approximation ratio 1 − 1/e is achievable using a more complex algorithm [22, 23] . However, the algorithm requires O(|V | 5 ) function evaluations which is prohibitive for handling large graphs in our problem.
Alg. 1: Budgeted greedy algorithm [22] Input: set V and budget B > 0
The oracle call in a greedy algorithm refers to the procedure of calculating the marginal gain for a given node. The marginal gain definitions for the two optimization problems are given in Tab. II. The number of oracle calls and the time cost of an oracle call dominate the computational complexity of the greedy algorithm. Both the two greedy algorithms need O(|S| · |V |) oracle calls, and this can be reduced using lazy evaluation [18] , which, however, does not guarantee always reducing the number of oracle calls. Thus, reducing the time cost of an oracle call becomes key to improve the efficiency of a greedy algorithm. In the following section, we discuss how to efficiently implement the oracle call. 
III. EFFICIENT NODE DISCOVERABILITY OPTIMIZATION
The efficient implementation of a greedy algorithm boils down to efficiently implementing the oracle call. In this section, we design several methods to implement the oracle call, and thus solve the discoverability optimization problem. We first describe two basic methods, i.e., the dynamic programming (DP) approach, and an estimation approach by simulating random walks. Each method has its advantages and disadvantages: the DP approach is accurate but inefficient; while the estimation approach is efficient but inaccurate. Then, to address the limitations of the two methods, we propose an estimation-and-refinement approach that is more efficient than DP and also more accurate than random walk estimation.
For each method, we first describe how to calculate F AP (S) and F HT (S) for a given set of connection sources S. Then, we describe how to implement the oracle call.
A. Exact Calculation via Dynamic Programming (DP)
1) Estimating D-AP and D-HT Given S: The equivalent definitions of absorbing probability in Eq. (1) and hitting time in Eq. (2) both have a recursive form. This immediately implies using a dynamic programming (DP) approach to calculate the absorbing probability and hitting time for each node, and they are calculated in an exact fashion. We describe this exact method in Alg. 2. (1) and (2).
Alg. 2: Exact calculation via DP
Algorithm 2 has linear time complexity O(T · (|V | + |E|)) with respect to graph size. DP is easy to implement, and is used in some query problems where the goal is to query the most similar nodes of the given query nodes S, and node similarity is measured by hitting time or its variants [20, 24] . However, the time complexity increases a lot when we use DP to implement the oracle call.
2) Implementing oracle call: As an example, let us think about implementing the oracle call in the D-AP maximization problem, where the marginal gain of a node s is defined by δ AP (s; S) F AP (S ∪ {s}) − F AP (S) for the constant cost case. We can use DP to calculate F AP (S ∪ {s}) (assume F AP (S) is known). In each round of the greedy algorithm, we need to calculate the marginal gain for each node s ∈ V \S, and there are totally K rounds in order to obtain K connection sources. Therefore, we need to execute DP |V |×K times, and the final time complexity of the greedy algorithm is O(T ·K ·|V |·(|V |+ |E|)). This time complexity is too expensive when the graph contains millions of nodes. For example, on the HepTh citation network with merely 27, 400 nodes, DP costs about 38 hours to calculate the marginal gain for each node. This requires us to design more efficient methods.
B. Estimation by Simulating Random Walks (RWs)
1) Estimating D-AP and D-HT Given S: The two discoverability measures are defined by random walks. Inspired by [20] , a straightforward way to estimate their values is to simulate a large number of random walks from each node, and use the statistics of these random walks to estimate D-AP and D-HT.
To be more specific, we simulate totally R independent random walks of length at most T in the graph, and R i Rπ i of them start from node i ∈ V . For the r-th random walk of node i, we assume it stops at step t ir ≤ T , and use a binary variable b ir = 1 or 0 to indicate whether it successfully hits the target node n, or not.
Becausep Furthermore, we can bound the number of random walks in order to guarantee the estimation precision by applying Hoeffding inequality. Proof. Please refer to Appendix.
Estimating F AP (or F HT ) requires less random walks than estimating δ AP (or δ HT ) because in the first case we do not need to guarantee a per-node-wise estimation accuracy.
We re-implement an efficient random walk simulation system based on [25] . In our implementation, a walk is encoded by a 64-bit C++ integer, as illustrated in Fig. 1 
2) Implementing oracle call: Such an estimation approach also benefits efficiently estimating the marginal gain of a node s. We first query the walks that hit node s, denoted by W s {(ω, t) : walk ω hits node s at step t < T }. For each walk (ω, t) ∈ W s , we re-walk it for T − t steps from s, and update statistics {b ir , t ir }; then it is straightforward to obtain the marginal gain of s. Because we only need to re-walk a few fraction of the walks, oracle call implemented by simulating random walks will be much more efficient than solving DP. We illustrate how to estimate the marginal gain δ HT (s; S) of a node s in Alg. 4. t ω ← hitting time of the walk ω;
Alg. 4: Estimating decrement of hitting time
7 ∆ĥ T sω ← ∆ĥ T sω + (t ω − t ω )/R i ; 8 V T ← V T ∪ {s ω }; 9 return V T , {∆ĥ T i } i∈V T ; // Finally,δHT(s; S) = i∈V T πi∆ĥ T i
C. An Estimation-and-Refinement Approach
So far, we have introduced two methods: DP and RW estimation. Each of these methods has its advantages and disadvantages: DP is accurate but inefficient; while RW estimation is efficient but inaccurate. To address the limitations of these methods, we propose an estimation-and-refinement approach that has the advantages of both DP and RW estimation: It is more efficient than DP, and also more accurate than RW estimation.
1) Estimating D-AP and D-HT Given S: The estimationand-refinement method works as follows. First, we are allowed to simulate fewer and shorter walks on the graph than in the original RW estimation (Alg. 3). For example, in Line 2 of Alg. 5, we simulate R walks with maximum length T −D; here R could be less than the required least number of walks by 
We propose an additional refinement step to make the raw estimates obtained in previous step usable and also accurate, as illustrated in Line 3 of Alg. 5, and elaborated in function Refine. The refinement is due to the observation that the recursive definitions of absorbing probability and hitting time in Eqs. (1) and (2) share the common structure of a harmonic function [26] , that the function value at x is a smoothed average of the function values at x's neighbors. Thus, if we have obtained raw estimate of each node, we can refine a node's estimate by averaging the raw estimates of neighboring nodes, and the smoothed estimate will be more accurate than the raw estimate.
For example, let us consider the graph in Fig. 2 . We can first obtain raw estimateĥ T −1 j for each node j ∈ V by simulating random walks of length T − 1. To refine the estimate of a node, say node i, we can smooth i's estimate by leveraging the
, which actually smooths the raw estimates of i's out-neighbors. Intuitively, we are now using R j1 +R j2 walks to estimateĥ T i , which will obtain more accurate estimate than using R i walks. Similarly, we can also use i's two-hop neighbors' raw estimates {ĥ T −2 k } k to refine i's estimate, and we will obtain even better estimate. When D = T , the refinement actually becomes solving DP in Alg. 2, which will return the true value of h T i . i j 1 j 2 2) Implementing oracle call: Using the similar idea, we design an estimation-and-refinement approach for better estimating the marginal gain of a node, as illustrated by Line 3 in Alg. 6. However, the mechanism of refining marginal gain is slightly different from refining absorbing probability and hitting time.
Alg. 6: Marginal gain estimation-and-refinement 1 Function DeltaHTRefined(s, T, D) : To alleviate this sensitivity issue, we propose to refine the marginal gain estimates by backward propagating the change of absorbing probability/hitting time of a node to its inneighbors. To illustrate this, suppose we simulate random walks and estimate ∆ĥ T −1 i by Alg. 4, rather than estimating ∆ĥ T i directly. Then, by the recursive definition of hitting time, we know this contributes an amount of p ji ∆ĥ T −1 i to ∆ĥ T j , where j is an in-neighbor of i (and finally, an amount of π j ∆ĥ T j is contributed to the marginal gain). We can see that the change of hitting time of node i contributes only a fraction of p ji to ∆ĥ T j ; if node j has large out degree, this affection is small. This makes ∆ĥ T j less sensitive to the change of hitting time of a particular out-neighbor of j. Therefore, the backward propagating refinement can obtain a more accurate estimate of ∆ĥ T j , and hence a more accurate marginal gain. This idea can be extended to more general cases, and is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we conduct experiments on real networks of various types and scales to verify the proposed methods. First, we introduce the datasets. Then, we validate the accuracy and efficiency of different methods. Finally, we implement the greedy algorithm to solve node discoverability optimization problem, and compare it with several baseline methods.
A. Datasets
We use public available graphs of different types and scales from the SNAP graph repository [27] as our test beds. We treat each graph as undirected, and set each edge with weight 1 (although our methods are developed for general directed and weighted graphs). The statistics of these graphs are summarized in Table III .
All the experiments are performed on a laptop running 64bit Ubuntu 16.04 LTS, with a dual-core 2.66GHz Intel i3 CPU, 8GB of main memory, and a 500GB 5400RPM hard disk. 
B. Evaluating D-AP and D-HT Estimation Accuracy
In the first experiment, we evaluate the D-AP and D-HT estimation accuracy by different methods. We set S = V , i.e., connect every node in the graph to target node n. This corresponds to the case that F AP is maximum and F HT is minimum. DP is an exact method which hence allows us to obtain the ground truth on each graph. We quantify the estimation accuracy by Normalized Rooted Mean Squared Error (NRMSE). NRMSE of an estimatorθ given ground truth θ is defined by: NRMSE(θ) E(θ − θ) 2 /θ. Instead of evaluating the NRMSE ofF AP orF HT , we propose to use the following form of NRMSE: AVG-NRMSE(F AP ) i∈V π i NRMSE(p T i ), and AVG-NRMSE(F HT ) i∈V π i NRMSE(ĥ T i ). AVG-NRMSE is a stricter metric than NRMSE, and can distinguish the performance of different methods more clearly according to our experiments.
We conduct experiments on the HepTh and Gowalla graphs respectively, and show the ratios between estimates and ground truths versus the number of walks per node in Figs. 4 and 5. We observe that both the RW estimation approach and the estimation-and-refinement approach provide good estimates about D-AP and D-HT; the estimates become more accurate when the number of walks per node increases. These results demonstrate the unbiasedness of the two estimation methods.
To compare the estimation accuracy of different methods, we also depict the AVG-NRMSE in Figs. 4 and 5 . The NRMSE curves clearly show the difference of performance of different methods. First, we observe that when the number of walks per node increases, the estimation error of each method decreases, indicating that the estimates become more accurate. Second, the estimation-and-refinement approach can provide more accurate estimates than the RW estimation approach. When the refinement depth D increases, we could obtain even better estimates of D-AP and D-HT. These results demonstrate that the estimation-and-refinement approach can provide more accurate estimates than the RW estimation approach.
C. Evaluating Oracle Call Accuracy and Efficiency
In the second experiment, we evaluate the oracle call accuracy and efficiency implemented by different methods. Here, oracle call accuracy is still measured by AVG-NRMSE, and oracle call efficiency is measured by speedup, i.e., speedup of a method time cost of DP time cost of the method .
To evaluate the estimation accuracy, we randomly sample 100 nodes as the benchmark nodes from the HepTh and Gowalla graphs, respectively. We then calculate the marginal gain ground truth of these benchmark nodes using DP, and we set S = ∅. The AVG-NRMSE and speedup of different methods are depicted in Figs. 6 and 7. From the AVG-NRMSE curves, we observe similar results as we estimate D-AP and D-HT in the previous experiment: (1) when the number of walks per node increases, every method obtains more accurate estimates; (2) the estimationand-refinement approach can obtain more accurate estimates than the RW estimation approach, and the estimation accuracy improves when refinement depth D increases.
From the speedup curves, we can observe that both the RW estimation approach and the estimation-and-refinement approach are significantly more efficient than the DP. On average, the two estimation approaches are hundreds of times faster than DP. We also observe something interesting: When we increase the refinement depth, the oracle call efficiency decreases in general, as expected; however, we observe that the estimation-and-refinement approach with D = 1 is actually more efficient than the RW estimation approach. This is because that when we use the estimation-and-refinement approach, we simulate shorter walks, and this could slightly improve the oracle call efficiency. As we further increase refinement depth to D = 2, because we need to expand a large part of a node's neighborhood, the estimation-and-refinement approach becomes slower than the RW estimation.
D. Comparing Greedy Algorithm with Baseline Methods
Equipped with the verified oracle call implementations, we are now ready to solve the node discoverability optimization problem using the greedy algorithm. In the third experiment, we run the greedy algorithm on each of the four graphs, and choose a subset of connection sources S to optimize the target node's discoverability, i.e., maximizing D-AP, and minimizing D-HT. For each graph, we simulate 100 walks from each node, and we use the estimation-and-refinement approach with D = 1 to implement the oracle call. We set edge weight w sn = 10 if node s is connected to target node n. To better understand the performance of the greedy algorithm, we also use two baseline methods: (1) a random approach that randomly pick connection sources from the graph; and (2) a top degree approach that always choose the top K largest degree nodes from the graph. We show the results in Figs. 8 and 9 for maximizing D-AP and minimizing D-HT, respectively.
We can clearly see that the greedy algorithm indeed performs much better than the two baseline methods on all the four graphs: the greedy algorithm could choose connection sources with larger D-AP, and smaller D-HT. In general, the degree approach is better than random approach, however, we also observe an exception on the HepTh graph where the random approach is slightly better than the degree approach. 
V. RELATED WORK
This section is devoted to review some related literature. Our work is based on the classic results of absorbing Markov chains [26, 28] . The work most related to ours is the optimal tagging problem [21] , where the goal is to choose a subset of tags for an item such that the probability of a user reaching the item is maximized. This problem is modeled as maximizing the absorbing probability of nodes in a graph with a cardinality constraint. In our work, we explicitly define the node discoverability, and this enables us to study the node discoverability optimization under a unified framework. From this perspective, the optimal tagging problem becomes a special case of D-AP maximization problem when T → ∞ and the knapsack constraint degenerates to a cardinality constraint. We also provide efficient algorithms to address the problem over million scale large graphs on just a PC. Other recent work based on absorbing Markov chains includes [29] and [30] . [29] proposes the absorbing random walk centrality to measure a node's importance in a graph. [30] studies node reachability in communication networks.
Our work is also related to work considering related problems from the perspective of graph algorithms. [6] studies the web discoverability problem, which aims to connect less popular items to popular items so that less popular items can be discovered by customers, and this problem is formulated as a bipartite graph matching problem. We think that it is more practical to model an item graph as a general graph rather than a bipartite graph, and a customer could discover an item by random walks. We thus propose the D-HT minimization problem which uses hitting time to measure how easily one could reach the target node. Hitting time is also used in measuring node similarity [20, 24] , reachability [30] , and finding dominating sets of a graph [31] .
VI. CONCLUSION
This work considers a general problem of node discoverability optimization problem, that appears in a wide range of applications. To measure the discoverability of a node, we propose two measures: D-AP based on absorbing probabilities, and D-HT based on hitting times. While optimizing a target node's discoverability with regard to the two measures is NPhard, we find that the two measures satisfy submodularity and supermodularity respectively. This enables us to use the greedy algorithm to find provably near-optimal solutions to the optimization problem. We propose an efficient estimation-andrefinement implementation of the oracle call. Experiments conducted on real graphs demonstrate that our method provides a good trade-off between estimation accuracy and computational efficiency, and our method achieves hundreds of times faster than an exact method using dynamic programming.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof. Because the D-AP maximization problem generalizes the optimal tagging problem [21] , which has been proven to be NP-hard. Thus, the D-AP maximization problem is NPhard. Next, we prove the NP-hardness of D-HT minimization problem.
We show the decision problem of D-HT minimization problem is NP-complete by a reduction from the vertex cover problem. The decision problem asks: Given a graph G and some threshold J, does there exist a solution S such that F HT (S) ≤ J? We will prove that, given threshold J(k), there exists a solution S for the decision problem iff a vertex cover problem has a cover S of size at most k.
The vertex cover problem is defined on an undirected graph H = (V, E), where V = {0, . . . , n − 1}, and E ⊆ V × V . Let S ⊆ V denote a subset of vertices of size k. We construct an instance of the D-HT minimization problem on directed graph G = (V , E ), where V = V ∪ {m, n} and edge set E includes both (i, j) and (j, i) for each edge (i, j) ∈ E. E contains additional edges: For each i ∈ V , we add an edge (i, m) with proper weight to make the transition probabilities p im = ; we add self-loop edges to vertices m and n, and thus m and n become two absorbing vertices, i.e., transition probabilities p mm = p nn = 1. For this particular instance of D-HT minimization problem, we need to choose connection sources S from V ; once a source s is selected, we set transition probability p sn = 1, which is equivalent to set edge weight w sn = ∞.
Assume S is a vertex cover on graph H. Then, for each vertex i ∈ S, a walker starting from i hits n using one step with probability 1. For each vertex i ∈ V \S, a walker starting from i hits m and becomes absorbed on m with probability (the corresponding hitting time is T ); the walker passes a neighbor in V , which must be in S, and then hits n, with probability 1 − (the corresponding hitting time is 2). This achieves the minimum D-HT, denoted by J(k) F HT (S) = k n + n−k n [2(1 − ) + T ] (where we let π i = 1/n). If a solution S satisfies F HT (S) ≤ J(k) on graph G, then S must be a vertex cover on graph H. Otherwise, assume S is not a vertex cover on graph H. Then there must be an edge (i, j) such that i, j / ∈ S. The probability that a walker starting from i and becoming absorbed at vertex m will be strictly larger than , and becomes absorbed at vertex n using two steps will be strictly smaller than 1 − . As a result, the hitting time from i will be strictly larger than 2(1 − ) + T whenever T ≥ 3. Thus, F HT (S) > J(k).
The above analysis indicates that if there exists an efficient algorithm for deciding whether there exists a set S, |S| = k such that F HT (S) ≥ J(k) on graph G, we could use the algorithm to decide whether graph H has a vertex cover of size at most k, thereby demonstrating the NP-hardness of the D-HT minimization problem. ≤ 0.
The three cases above have covered each i ∈ V . By induction, we conclude that h T i (S) is a supermodular set function, and this completes the proof of Theorem 3.
PROOF OF THEOREM 5
Proof. Define random variable X ir b ir /R ∈ [0, 1/R], and note thatF AP = i π i Ri r=1 b ir /R i = i,r b ir /R = i,r X ir . The Hoeffding inequality yields P (|F AP − F AP | ≥ δ) ≤ 2 exp(−2Rδ 2 ). Letting the probability be less than , we get R ≥ 1 2δ 2 ln( 2 ). Similarly, to show the bound of R in case of D-HT, we can define another random variable Y ir t ir /R ∈ [0, T /R]. Applying the Hoeffding inequality yields R ≥ 1 2δ 2 ln( 2 ).
PROOF OF THEOREM 6
Proof. For a node s ∈ V \S, according to definition, we have P (|δ AP (s; S) − δ AP (s; S)| ≥ δ) = P (|
where we have used shortcutsp T i p T i (S ∪ {s}) and p T i p T i (S ∪{s}). The relation i π i |p T i −p T i | ≥ | i π i (p T i −p T i )| yields
Let X ir b ir /R ∈ [0, 1/R], and notice thatp T i = Ri r=1 b ir /R i = r X ir /π i . Applying the Hoeffding inequality, we obtain Letting the upper bound be less than , we get R ≥ 1 2δ 2 ln 2n 2 . In a similar way, we can prove that when R ≥ 1 2δ 2 ln 2n 2 , then P (∃s ∈ V \S, |δ HT (s; S) − δ AP (s; S)| ≥ δT ) ≤ .
